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Discharge delay from the Post Anaesthesia Care Unit: A nursing perspective

Abstract

Background: The Post Anaesthesia Care Unit (PACU) is a critical junction between the operating theatre and the wards. It is essential for the close monitoring of patients before they are discharged to their destination wards for recovery. Many clinical and non-clinical factors influence the flow of patient discharge from the PACU to the wards. This study explores PACU nurses' perceptions of non-clinical factors causing discharge delays and how these impact the work of nurses.

Method: In this study, a descriptive qualitative methodology was implemented. This methodology is widely used in nursing and health care research as it provides a descriptive analysis of a phenomenon with straightforward descriptions of experience and perceptions. Data were collected from ten PACU nurses via in-depth, semi-structured, recorded, individual interviews. Thematic analysis using the work of Braun and Clarke was applied to gain rich insight into PACU nurses' views, values and experiences concerning discharge delay influenced by non-clinical factors.

Findings: Four themes related to discharge delay were identified: ‘accepted as part of the day’, ‘wards are never ready’, ‘feeling frustrated, powerless and stressed’ and ‘empathy for patients’. The analysis of interview transcripts demonstrated that PACU nurses constantly experienced discharge delays because ward beds or ward nurses were not readily available for admitting post-operative patients from the PACU. The findings also revealed PACU nurses’ perceptions of non-clinical discharge delay and how this event may induce stress, frustration and feelings of hopelessness at work. Participants expressed that discharge delay caused them stress and negative emotions or ‘bad feelings’ and challenged their ability to show compassion for patients.

Conclusion: PACU nurses perceive discharge delays due to non-clinical factors as compromising their work. Their perspective on discharge delay indicates the need to improve relevant non-clinical factors to minimise PACU nurses' work stress and to help facilitate the discharge experience of patients and nurses.
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Introduction

The Post Anaesthesia Care Unit (PACU) is where post-operative patients recover from the effects of anaesthesia. As a significant part of the perioperative setting, the PACU works as a critical junction between the operating theatre (OT) and surgical wards. Patients who receive general and regional anaesthesia are transferred to the PACU after surgeries for close monitoring of haemodynamic status and signs of deterioration. Timely patient discharge from the PACU to surgical wards is crucial in maintaining patient flow. Implementing an effective PACU discharge flow ensures that space is available in the PACU to receive new patients. This means patients’ discharge from the OT is not delayed; instead, they can be transferred to the PACU promptly.2,3

Previous studies demonstrate that discharge delays impact patients, clinicians and the health system. The impact on the patient’s psychological and physical recovery has been well researched.3–5 Observing an emergency event or another patient in a critical condition in the PACU may cause anxiety and stress for patients.5 Discharge delays from the PACU to the wards may also delay the patients’ early mobilisation process. For instance, patients who had joint replacement surgery need early mobilisation to minimise post-operative complications, and discharge delay would impact post-operative physiotherapy evaluation.5 Furthermore, the impact of discharge delay on clinicians has been highlighted in various studies.6–8

Due to the critical condition of PACU patients, the patient–nurse ratio needs to be maintained at a standard level. As a result, having a higher number of patients than scheduled is not ideal.6–8 This could affect staff workload as they need to closely monitor patients who cannot be discharged on time as well as provide care to the new, immediately post-operative patients transferred to the PACU. The prolonged stay in the PACU also impacts the health care system by affecting patient flow and delaying the surgical schedule.2,3,5,10 Timely PACU discharge, on the other hand, reduces the waiting time between each surgery and the risk of cancellations. Discharge on time also helps with PACU staff rosters, reduces hospital costs and minimises risk to patient safety.10

PACU discharge delays occur due to both clinical and non-clinical factors. Discharge delays associated with clinical factors have been widely discussed in the literature6–9 but there is limited evidence concerning non-clinical factors causing discharge delays in the PACU. Non-clinical factors account for 25 to 30 per cent of prolonged stays in the PACU.11 Three main non-clinical factors have been established: bed blocks, lack of available nurses at the clinical destination areas and patient transport shortages.3,6,14–16

This study will explore the gap in knowledge concerning the experience of registered nurses working in the PACU and focus on non-clinical factors related to discharge delay. The research explores how discharge delay influences nurses’ thoughts, feelings, daily work routines and practices. This study fills a research gap by investigating the impacts of discharge delay on PACU nurses and exploring nurses’ perspective on this issue which influences their work on a daily basis. These insights will inform nurse managers and administrative processes regarding these ongoing issues.

Aim

The aim of this study is to explore registered nurses’ perspectives regarding non-clinical factors influencing patients’ length of stay in the PACU.

Methods

Design

This study used an exploratory qualitative research design to investigate PACU nurses’ perspectives on their experience with discharge delays related to non-clinical factors. Exploratory research helps specify a challenge or problem and guide future study. This methodology is widely used in nursing and health care research as it is suitable for exploring essential health care questions and defining critical clinical issues.16 It can provide a descriptive analysis of a phenomenon with straightforward descriptions of experiences and perceptions.17 This methodology involves the collection and analysis of individual interview data to get a better understanding of perspectives, views or experiences. In this study, using exploratory qualitative methodology assisted in recognising the phenomenon of PACU discharge delay due to non-clinical factors as perceived by participants.

Ethics approval was granted by the University Health and Medical Human Research Ethics Committees (HREC) (Reference: H0023729). Ethics approval was also provided by the HREC of the Department of Health and Human Services (Victoria) and the study site.

Setting and participants

The study was conducted at an acute private hospital in Victoria, Australia. The hospital provides
An extensive range of health care services, including a 24-hour emergency department, intensive care, coronary care, integrated theatres, cardiac catheter laboratory and oncology services. Integrated theatres comprise seven OTs, one cardiac catheter laboratory and one PACU. The PACU has 14 bays receiving 60 to 70 post-operative patients daily, excluding public holidays and weekends, from the day surgery centre and surgical wards.

The study population consisted of ten registered nurses who work full-time or part-time with at least 12 months of experience working in the PACU. As qualitative research explores the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of a phenomenon or behaviour, this number of participants was deemed satisfactory for answering the research question. A smaller number of participants serves the purpose of the research, providing rich content analyses, and can lead to profound insight into a phenomenon. Participants were approached via email by the researcher, who is a colleague with an equal position to the other registered nurses. Invitation emails were sent through the hospital emailing system with the participant information sheet and consent form. All participants were given pseudonyms.

**Data collection**

Face-to-face interviews were organised after the information sheet and consent form were signed. The interviews were conducted in the OT office, where participants felt comfortable talking openly with the interviewer. The OT office was selected as the interview site as the location is separated from the PACU and privacy can be ensured. COVID-safe protocols were followed during data collection, including using N95 face masks and 1.5m social distance.

Semi-structured interviews were recorded and lasted for approximately 40 minutes. At the time of data collection, ten PACU nurses signed the written consent form to participate in this study. Participants were asked to describe their interactions with patients and the effects these experiences had on the nurses when patient stay in PACU was prolonged. Interviews were recorded using a digital recorder and manually transcribed into text verbatim, ensuring the findings’ accuracy, credibility and reliability.

**Data analysis**

The researchers used Braun and Clarke’s thematic analysis framework to identify patterns and themes from interview transcripts. The thematic analysis approach provides rich and detailed data about people’s views, mentality, experiences and values, and involves identifying recurring themes across various interviews. Data collected from audio recordings and interview transcripts were examined closely using NVivo, which assisted with grouping responses to each question, then initial codes were generated. Common threads, such as topics, ideas and patterns of meaning, were searched and found. Researchers then interpreted data and determined themes to fit the research questions.

**Findings**

The data concerning the nursing experience of patient discharge delay about non-clinical factors was organised under four themes: ‘accepted as part of the day’, ‘wards are never ready’, ‘feeling frustrated, powerless and stressed’ and ‘empathy for patients’.

**Accepted as part of the day**

All participants described experiences of discharge delay caused by non-clinical factors as a regular event and part of their day. They believed that as it happened every day and they had no control over it, they would accept it as part of their work. One of the participants claimed that discharge delay from non-clinical factors was happening every single day.

I would say every day, every day, but I don’t know the exact number of statistics. But every single day, there are definite delays from non-clinical reasons. Because at that moment, our computer has the registration of the time starting from when we called. Then if they get delayed, it will pop up on a screen to ask you the reason for the delay. So, I would say it is every day when I work.

*Ivy*

One participant (Olivia) explained that although discharge delays depended on the OT list, they usually happened daily. This daily occurrence was then confirmed by another participant (Skyla). Six out of ten participants claimed that this issue had become a part of their work routine. One participant commented that as it happens so often, she is not surprised when she rings the ward and is told the bed is not ready.

Everyone is complaining about it. No one really copes with it. We all get really frustrated when we are waiting for patients to be discharged… I think we are all the same, the same attitude too, like, we cannot do anything about it or change anything. You just kind of roll your eyes, and that is what it is.

*Tammy*
Wards are never ready

All participants had experienced the situation when the destination clinical area was not ready to receive the patient. This was due to multiple factors, listed by participants as lack of available beds (also known as bed block), unavailability of nurses in the wards and communication friction between PACU and ward staff. All participants identified bed block as one of the main factors leading to patients’ prolonged stay in the PACU. Participants explained that patients needed to wait longer than expected to be discharged because the bed in the destination ward was unavailable.

The ward bed is not ready as the patient in that room is not ready for discharge and [out of] the room for it to be cleaned. The bed is not being cleared and not unoccupied for theatre patients, which is one of the biggest delays in hospitals.

The major factor to bed block is the ward expects a certain amount of discharges. Many patients are elderly, so they do not move out quickly. However, theatres keep moving, so you have patients having a prolonged stay in recovery because the ward beds are not emptied yet.

Another important factor mentioned by most participants was the delay caused by nurses being unavailable on the ward to receive the patient. One of the participants empathised with ward nurses who were also under high stress as they were trying to organise their break time while patients were due to arrive at the ward and fewer nurses were working on the floor. One participant (Helen) explained that finding available ward nurses to transfer patients from the PACU was challenging. Other factors related to the lack of available nurses were ward nurses having breaks, shift handovers and the Medical Emergency Team (MET) being called to help with deteriorated patients.

Good instances are that the staff has breaks, and the handover, so they take like an hour for doing a handover... we just have to wait for them to be ready.

I do not think that patients should wait for the nurses because they have to do a handover because surely not everyone is in the handover, and they need to help each other to pick up patients... Handover time, I found, is a very regular time to have ward delay.

There is a funny thing on the wards when there is a MET call. The whole ward seems to shut down and, like, even though the nurses might not be [with] their patients, the ward refuses to take any other patients during that time.

Feeling frustrated, powerless and stressed

PACU nurses in this study expressed frustration as they felt powerless to prevent discharge delays. Half of the participants felt the delay was out of their control, making them feel frustrated and powerless. One participant (Helen) expressed that when a discharge delay happened, all she could do was make the patient comfortable for as long as necessary because it was a situation outside of her control. Other participants expressed frustration.

From being frustrated to getting used to it. Everybody is trying their best to do it, but it just does not seem to solve the problem.

Personally, I feel frustrated that we are failing. I do not like to not do a good job. So, we are not doing a good job with discharge delays. It feels like... it is reflective of us, even though it is not a nursing issue, and we cannot do anything about it.

PACU nurses’ frustration also resulted from feeling upset and embarrassed when patients had no choice but to stay in PACU for hours.

All participants mentioned they felt stressed due to frequent delays in discharging their patients from the PACU. The discharge delay caused bed blocks from the OT to the PACU and, as a result, PACU nurses felt stressed as they had to refuse and delay taking new patients from the OT. Furthermore, they stated that additional tasks while the patient remained in the PACU requiring their attention caused them to feel stressed. They were concerned that the increased workload could cause a delay in attending to haemodynamically unstable patients post-anaesthesia. They reported feeling embarrassed about patients’ discharge delays.

Participants explained that they felt under pressure when the OT flow slowed down due to bed blocks in the PACU.

You get pressures from the theatre... the theatre keeps ringing wanting to bring a new patient out to recovery. You have told them that we are not ready as there is no bay or no nurses to look after another post-anaesthetic patient, but they will still show up in recovery. So it just gets messy, and everyone gets stressed.
We cannot leave patients unattended, so we have to block them even though this theatre is ready to come out. And they will be pressuring you to come to take the patient because they need to start the next case to continue the workflow. So, it is quite stressful.

Janice

The PACU nurse–patient ratio is one to one for all unconscious patients, children and patients with pain protocol; two nurses to one patient for unstable patients, and one nurse to two patients ready to return to the ward. Therefore, the problem occurs when stable patients remain in the PACU longer than expected, as the nurse–patient ratio is affected. When the patient remains in the PACU, the nurses are required to continue providing care for them; this increases nurses’ workloads and takes them away from unstable patients, inducing stress.

It is very stressful when there are so many delays, and then your patients start to want to go to the toilet, or they start to want to drink and eat. Sometimes they wait for two or three hours; of course, they will start to feel sore again. Then we have to treat their pain again from the beginning.

Skyla

Sometimes we can even have six, seven patients waiting. Then my staff cannot even go for breaks, because everyone has two patients. They have all reached the limit of patient ratios, so it is tough to organise people for breaks.

Ivy

The tense atmosphere was also identified by participants feeling stressed, as the tension was elevated in the PACU. One participant (Lin) recognised that non-clinical delays cause stress in the PACU environment. PACU nurses were working between other units (OT and wards) and this caused friction between staff. The conflict originated from the OT staff trying to send new patients to the PACU. Then the problem could worsen when the PACU attempted to push stable post-operative patients to destination wards. Peoples’ stress escalates everyone else’s stress.

Two participants (Helen and Skyla) believed they were stressed by everything else around them. However, another participant (Lin) thought this kind of conflict in the workplace should not be there in the first place.

Empathy for patients

All participants expressed empathy for patients who experienced a discharge delay from the PACU. They were concerned that discharge delay would impact patients’ surgical experience. They believed that patients’ clinical conditions might not change but their wellbeing would be affected. The participants believed patients in the PACU could become frustrated as they were limited – they did not have their belongings, they could not relax by enjoying entertainment on television or calling or seeing their family – or they could feel isolated because their loved ones could not accompany them.

Patients are wide awake, but they do not have a TV. They do not have phones or anything that will pass the time. Yeah, they can sometimes lie there for hours, just watching everything else in the room, which is not fair for other patients. They are waking up, but it is just not what they need. It is a private hospital – they should be moved on nice and quickly.

Tammy

One participant (Ran) felt terrible and embarrassed that she was not providing the service she had promised patients.

You get frustrated. And yeah, you do. You get upset. You can’t. It’s not good caring to have someone sitting there for hours. Just lying there like, yeah, and the only reason they’re there is that you can’t move them on.

Ran

Another participant (Skyla) also expressed feeling upset because patients should not wait so long. She believed patients expected that they could come in for a procedure without delay.

PACU nurses consider discharge delay as being unfair to patients.

It is unfair to patients to get exposure to noise and stimulation that they do not need. It is unfair to see other sick patients suffering from pain or unconscious patients intubated with a breathing tube.

Lin

This participant (Lin) also believed the PACU was unsuitable for patients after they had recovered from the immediate post-anaesthetic phase. Another participant (Skyla) had a similar view.

The whole patient journey should be considered, and being discharged from recovery to the ward is a part of their care because you do not want to have an unhappy patient. That just takes away from the whole experience of being in hospital.

Skyla

Other participants (Olivia and Jennifer) reported frustration because, as nurses, they believe they are supposed to be the patient’s advocate and focus on their primary care responsibilities.
Discussion

This study’s findings have uncovered PACU nurses’ experiences regarding delayed patient discharge from the PACU to inpatient wards caused by non-clinical factors. The analysis of the interviews demonstrates that the experience of discharge delay for PACU nurses appears to be closely related to the lack of available beds and staffing in destination wards as this results in delayed transfer of patients from the PACU. All participants expressed concerns about the lack of available ward beds or ward nurses causing discharge delays in the PACU. The interviews also reveal PACU nurses’ perception of non-clinical discharge delay and how this event would induce feelings of stress, frustration and hopelessness at work.

Australian studies conducted by Cobbe and Barford and Cowie and Corcoran discuss how non-clinical factors impact discharge flow. However, only one study in Pakistan examines nurses’ general experiences related to the effects of prolonged PACU stays. Compared with previous studies, the current study focused on non-clinical factors that cause discharge delays. It explored PACU nurses’ experiences and the impact that discharge delays have on their thoughts, feelings and daily work.

Despite being a daily event, PACU nurses felt stressed about discharge delays and frustrated because they could not do anything to prevent the problem. The participant narratives reveal that discharge delays from non-clinical factors constantly happen in the PACU, causing the work environment to become stressful. PACU nurses believe they are powerless to change the situation and accept it as a part of their work. The delays induce stress and negative emotions in PACU nurses which stretches and challenges their compassion for their patients and, if accumulated, can further exacerbate burnout and compassion fatigue. Studies in other nursing areas identified that burnout and compassion fatigue might negatively affect nurses’ professional performance and psychological security at work.

Stress and negative emotions

PACU nurses in this study articulated that they experienced stress and negative emotions from the repeated discharge delays. Based on Lazarus’s work on psychological stress and coping, Du et al. define stress as ‘as a relationship between individuals and environment that is appraised as personally significant and as taxing or exceeding resources for coping’. A person is likely to experience high levels of stress when they can’t control something that is significant to them. All participants in this research expressed feeling stressed when stable patients could not be transferred out of the PACU as they knew that more patients would be leaving the theatres and would need to be cared for in the PACU. Their stress level increased as the delays frequently happened. Furthermore, PACU nurses experienced high stress when they felt pressured to receive new patients from the OT to the PACU despite a lack of available PACU bays. This experience of increased stress levels has been observed in primary health care, where nurses lack control in some situations.

In addition, PACU nurses in this study experienced feeling stressed when they needed to fit other tasks in with patient care. The primary role of PACU nurses is to monitor respiratory deterioration and examine the patient’s respiratory, cardiovascular and neurological systems after anaesthesia and surgery. However, it is difficult...
for PACU nurses to focus on their primary duties and responsibilities when patients cannot be discharged on time as PACU nurses need to attend to them. For example, PACU nurses need to ring catering and organise food for patients who have fasted for a long time before having surgery as the PACU does not have proper food storage. In addition, PACU nurses need to contact the patients’ destination ward to organise their discharge and get updates on when the ward can accept and pick the patients up from the PACU.

These indirect care tasks increased workload and reorientated PACU nurses’ focus away from critical care, which is a nursing priority. As a result, PACU nurses feel frustrated as they cannot give patients appropriate care, making them upset and disappointed. The study by Lalani et al. found that PACU nurses’ time was consumed by indirect tasks, like becoming a transport nurse to help surgical wards transfer stable patients back, resulting in direct patient care being affected and the PACU being short staffed and therefore unable to receive new patients from OTs. Similarly, in general nursing practice, where direct nursing care includes patient hygiene and medication administration, stress develops from nurses needing to complete different tasks simultaneously and not being able to focus on the required patient care.

Discharge delays increased the stress levels of PACU nurses in this study as they wished to advocate for patients and provide care to support their recovery after surgery. However, a prolonged stay in PACU might delay the process of post-operative recovery for a patient, specifically for those patients who need same-day physiotherapy evaluation. Early ambulation on surgery day benefits patients with less post-operative pain and greater range of motion. Study participants reported that patients in pain needed to wait unnecessarily to receive pain relief medicines as other PACU nurses were not available to check and prepare scheduled narcotic drugs while they were occupied with caring for stable patients who did not need to stay in PACU. Therefore, the participants felt patient care was compromised, and this induced stress.

Du et al. report a relationship between stress and negative emotions. Negative emotions are ‘an unpleasant, often disruptive, emotional reaction designed to express a negative effect’. In the present study, PACU nurses reported negative emotions such as frustration, hopelessness, embarrassment and disappointment due to discharge delays. They believed stable patients waiting for discharge become anxious if they see other patients deteriorating in the PACU. As the situation in the PACU is highly unpredictable, the critical condition of other patients can generate concerns in stable patients and PACU nurses felt they needed to apologise to patients and explain the reason for the discharge delay. PACU nurses were frustrated that discharge delays happened frequently and felt powerless to change this.

The accumulation of continuous stress and negative emotions could cause nurses to burnout. Many general and critical care nursing studies have shown that stress-induced burnout itself can increase the risk of missing essential nursing care and even cause errors. Increased workloads and patient acuity have been identified as the main reasons for errors or omissions and these have the potential to be followed by adverse patient outcomes. Considering the increased workload due to discharge delay in the PACU, it is expected that medication error and patient care omission may occur.

**Compassion for patients and compassion fatigue**

Compassion is defined by M. Simone Roach as ‘a way of living born out of an awareness of one’s relationship to all living creatures’. Compassion is an essential component of the nurse–patient relationship, enabling nursing care to be based on empathy, respect and dignity. Also referred to as intelligent kindness, compassion is critical to how patients perceive the care they receive.

The narrative of PACU nurses in this study demonstrated their compassion for patients. Nurses in this study felt upset with the discharge delays that patients were experiencing and felt sorry that they had to keep patients waiting for discharge longer than expected in PACU. This is an example of PACU nurses showing their consideration and empathy for patients, and is consistent with a study by Ghaedi et al. that indicated the level of empathy in nurses is above average.

All participants in our study emphasised that having patients wait longer than expected before transfer to the ward was not the appropriate care they wished to provide. The empathy of PACU nurses allowed them to put themselves in the patient’s position and understand their feelings. Kieft et al. showed that patients consider continuity of care and smooth transitions as part of the quality of care experienced in the hospital. The PACU nurses in this study believed the patient’s journey from admission to discharge...
should be considered holistically and demonstrated compassion by reacting to patients’ emotions and communicating patients’ sentiments. For example, study participants said they did not want their stable patients to observe patients in PACU suffering from pain or post-operative nausea and deteriorating rapidly from airway obstruction.

PACU nurses’ also demonstrate compassion by shielding patients from negative emotions the nurses may have. Since nurses are in a unique and powerful position to enhance the patient experience and quality of care, they are expected to fulfil patients’ needs. In general, a nurse’s role involves intense interpersonal contact and nurses are expected to show positive emotions and hide negative emotions. The expectation of PACU nurses is the same; as a result, PACU nurses strive to hide their emotional responses – such as frustration or embarrassment as described in interviews – and express positive sentiments to patients. In addition, since all patients in PACU have undergone a surgical trauma, PACU nurses may experience emotional, physical and psychological distress and are vulnerable to experiencing secondary traumatic stress from looking after patients who are suffering.

The participants in this study wished to provide high-quality, compassionate care to improve patients’ health and wellbeing after anaesthetic and surgery. However, PACU nurses’ are over-exposed to others’ suffering and recurrent discharge delays contribute to stress in their work environment so their compassion may be exhausted over time, resulting in compassion fatigue. Compassion fatigue is ‘the convergence of secondary traumatic stress and cumulative burnout; a state of physical and mental exhaustion caused by a depleted ability to cope with one’s everyday environment.’ It impacts professional performance and workplace stability in the perioperative environment. It can result in lack of interest in work and frequent absenteeism from sickness in nurses, and reduced retention and high staff turnover in health service organisations.

**Implications for practice**

The stress and negative emotions caused by discharge delays for non-clinical reasons on top of the demands of caring for critical post-operative patients can easily lead to burnout for PACU nurses. It can also result in reduced performance because of feelings of frustration and hopelessness. Therefore, understanding the experience of PACU nurses regarding discharge delay from non-clinical factors can provide insight into the impact of discharge delay on PACU nurses’ performance and mental health.

Improving PACU discharge flow would enhance PACU nurses’ ability to provide adequate recovery care for patients and promote patients’ safety after anaesthesia and surgery. Future studies should consider ways to address individual non-clinical factors that cause discharge delay and care for PACU nurses’ mental health and wellbeing.

One strategy to improve inpatient discharge flow from the wards is establishing a discharge lounge. A discharge lounge allows patients to leave their ward beds, have their personal needs attended to and wait safely for discharge thereby making ward beds available for new patients and reducing PACU discharge delays from bed block. However, the cost of implementing a discharge lounge needs to be considered, and its efficient function is worth exploring in future studies, especially in the private health sector.

Similarly, eliminating discharge delay will require collaboration between all relevant departments. Ward nurses might not be aware that discharge delay from the PACU to the wards affects flow in the OT and the whole surgical schedule. Staff awareness of the issues related to non-clinical factors responsible for discharge delays and the impact they have on the rest of the hospital may enhance a supportive environment.

**Limitations**

This study was conducted in one Australian private, for-profit hospital. The situation may be different in other hospitals and other health care contexts, particularly public and private, not-for-profit settings.

**Conclusion**

Non-clinical factors, such as bed block, influence patients’ length of stay in the PACU and may cause discharge delays. Although study participants accepted discharge delays as a part of their everyday work, they experienced feelings of stress and frustration from repeated discharge delays; in particular, they felt a lack of control regarding the delays. Participants also empathised with patients waiting longer than expected for discharge, which consequently affected PACU nurses’ feelings at work. Understanding PACU nurses’ perspectives on discharge delay highlights the need to reduce the non-clinical factors that contribute to discharge delay. Efficient discharge within the PACU would benefit patient flow and promote quality nursing care.
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